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a three months' reign, was as suddenly cast down again, Mr. W. Irvine was the first to show that the couplet In question was one adopted by Muhammad Shah—J.A.S.S., 1899—and this conclusion Is placed beyond all doubt by the discovery of a coin bearing this same couplet, struck at a Southern Indian mint, A'zamnagar, and dated 1136, 6R. I Invite a comparison with the couplet of Muhammad Shah on the Bhakhar rupee, Coin No. 2407 a.
Silver coins are known of Ahmad Shah, 'Alamgir II, and Shah cAlam II, and gold pieces of the last-named ruler. Also rupees and half-rupees issued In the name of Shah Jahan III. Though this pretender was deposed in 1174, coins are known of dates 1175, 1178, and 118—, but all of the first regnal year. It is reasonable to assume that the mint supervision had grown rather slack. Perhaps Coin No, 4182, Part III, White King Sale Catalogue, attributed to a hypothetical Shah Jahan IV, belongs to this series.
The East India Company commenced the Issue of mohars and rupees from Siirat In A. d. 1800 (a. h. 1214-15), struck In the name of Shah 'Alam II, and the year A. H. 1215' witnessed a revival of the old Mahmudl coinage bearing the name of the emperor Akbar. These Issues are fully described on pp. 24 to 26 of ' The Coins of Siirat' mentioned above.
The mint of Siirat Is remarkable for the number of its half-rupees, a size extremely rare or quite unknown from other mints. No largesse money has yet been found.
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Saharanpur was the head-quarters of a sarkar In the Dehli Province. In Akbar's time it was a mint for copper, dams of the ilaM type being known from the thirty-seventh to the forty-first years. Except for a rupee of Aurangzeb in the Cabinet of Mr. H. Nelson Wright, dated 1097, a duplicate of which is in the Lucknow Museum, no other Mughal coins are known from the Saharanpur mint till the reign of Shah cAlam II, when coins In "both silver and copper were struck. The mint-town is called Daru-s-swur, (the abode of pleasure \ on the silver coins, an epithet also borne by Burhanpur,

